
 

 

 

Abbreviation CLARINET 

Website www.clarinetproject.eu 

Project Title Communication of Local AuthoRities for INtegration in European Towns 

Operational Programme European Union’s Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund 

Budget of Project 874.299,14 € 

Budget of Regional 

Development Fund of 

North Aegean. 

16.161,28 € 

Beginning/ Expiry 01/01/2019 – 31/12/2021 

Partner scheme ⎯ COMUNE DI LAMPEDUSA E LINOSA (CLMP),  

⎯ AFRICA E MEDITERRANEO (A&M) 

⎯ SUDWIND VEREIN FUR ENTWICKLUNGSPOLITIK UND GLOBALE 

⎯ GERECHTIGKEIT (SUDWIND) 

⎯ ISCOMET-INSTITUT ZA ETNICNE IN REGIONALNE STUDIJE ZAVOD 

(ISCOMET), 

⎯ DIMOS AGIOS ATHANASIOS (A. ATHANASIOS) 

⎯ ASOCIATIA NOVAPOLIS - CENTRUL DE ANALIZE SI INITIATIVE 

PENTRU 

⎯ DEZVOLTARE (Novapolis) 

⎯ MUNICIPIU RESEDINTA DE JUDET CONSTANTA (PM CONSTANTA) 

⎯ OBSHTINA BURGAS (BURGAS) 

⎯ FONDATSIYA RABOTILNITSA ZA GRAZHDANSKI INITSIATIVI (WCIF) 

⎯ CROMO KOZHASZNU ALAPITVANY (Cromo) 

⎯ SIKLOSNAGYFALU ONKORMANYZAT (Siklósnagyfalu) 

⎯ AMREF HEALTH AFRICA ONLUS (AMREF) 

⎯ STADTGEMEINDE TRAISKIRCHEN (Traiskirchen) 

⎯ ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE POUR LA BIENNALE DE JEUNES 

CREATEURS 

⎯ DE L'EUROPE ET DE LA MEDITERRANEE (BJCEM Aisbl) 

⎯ CSI CENTER FOR SOCIAL INNOVATION LTD (CSI) 

⎯ KENTRO EPAGGELAMTIKIS KATARTISIS TIS PERIFEREIAKIS 

ENOTITAS 

⎯ LESVOU AE (KEKAPEL S.A.) 

⎯ EUROPAISCHE STADTEKOALITION GEGEN RASSISMUS (ECCAR) 

⎯ PERIFERIAKO TAMEIO ANAPTYXIS PERIFEREIAS BOREIOU AIGAIOU 

(RDFNA) 

⎯ OBCINA CRNOMELJ (Crnomelj) 

Subject Identify and promote the good practices of local authorities in public 

communication campaigns on migration and integration at EU level. 



 

 

 

Empower local border authorities to implement successful evidence-based 

public communication campaigns on migration and integration through 

on-the-job training and support 

Short Description In a first step, the project will identify local authorities’ good practices in 

public communication campaigns on migration and integration through 

the implementation of the “Award for the best LA public communication 

campaigns promoting positive narratives on migration and integration in 

the EU” and the production of the CLARINET Positive Storytelling Kit on 

Migration for Local Authorities. 

In a second step, the project will empower border local authorities to 

implement successful evidence-based public communication campaigns 

on migration and integration, through on-the-job training and On-demand 

support provided by migration and communication experts to border LAs 

staff. As a result, LAs will implement public communication campaigns 

involving TCNs and EU citizens testimonies, thanks to the collaboration 

with artists involved in local residencies. The project also plans to promote 

at EU level good practices of Las communication campaigns on migration 

and integration.  

To do so, the CLARINET web-platform will be developed in 8 languages, 

featuring an online map of good practices; a social media campaign will be 

implemented in 8 EU countries. The project results will be promoted 

through a final event; dissemination at EU level will be ensured by the 

European Coalition of Cities Against Racism. 

Deliverables ⎯ Implementation of the “Award for the best LA public 

communication campaigns promoting positive narratives on 

migration and integration in the EU” 

⎯ Positive Storytelling Kit on Migration for Local Authorities 

⎯ On-the-job training addressed at civil servants of the partner 

border local Authorities 

⎯ On-demand support by public communication and migration 

experts for the involved civil servants of partner Las 

⎯ Artistic residencies in border local authorities on migration and 

integration 

⎯ Implementation of public communication campaigns by each 

partner border local authority 
 


